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Abstract
Despite the increasing demand for AI-based
mental health monitoring tools, their practical
utility for clinicians is limited by the lack of in-
terpretability. The CLPsych 2024 Shared Task1

aims to enhance the interpretability of Large
Language Models (LLMs), particularly in men-
tal health analysis, by providing evidence of sui-
cidality through linguistic content. We propose
a dual-prompting approach: (i) Knowledge-
aware evidence extraction by leveraging the
expert identity and a suicide dictionary with a
mental health-specific LLM; and (ii) Evidence
summarization by employing an LLM-based
consistency evaluator. Comprehensive exper-
iments demonstrate the effectiveness of com-
bining domain-specific information, revealing
performance improvements and the approach’s
potential to aid clinicians in assessing mental
state progression.

1 Introduction

The global healthcare system faces significant chal-
lenges from mental health conditions such as de-
pression and suicidal ideation (Darrudi et al., 2022),
emphasizing the need for an advanced monitoring
system for early intervention (Galea et al., 2020).

In response, NLP researchers have paid attention
to identifying mental states, often leveraging social
media data (Chen et al., 2023; Liu et al., 2023; Lee
et al., 2023). Notably, the most recent develop-
ment involves the application of Large Language
Models (LLMs), which have demonstrated robust
capabilities in general language processing in men-
tal health analysis (Yang et al., 2023a,b; Xu et al.,
2023b). Specifically, Amin et al. (2023) conducted
a comparison of ChatGPT’s zero-shot capability in
identifying suicide and depression, contrasting it
with previous methods that relied on previous Pre-
trained Language Models (PLMs). Furthermore,

* Equal contribution.
† Corresponding author.
1https://clpsych.org/shared-task-2024/

Lamichhane (2023) evaluated ChatGPT’s effective-
ness in recognizing stress, depression, and suicide,
emphasizing its strong grasp of language in texts
related to mental health.

However, these studies have focused on iden-
tifying mental health status through a black box
model, posing a challenge in interpreting the ratio-
nale behind their outcomes (Schoene et al., 2023;
Zhang et al., 2022). Accordingly, efforts have
been made to enhance the interpretability of men-
tal health analysis, such as guiding LLMs to em-
phasize emotional cues (Yang et al., 2023a) and
developing open-source LLMs by training them
with data from mental health-related social me-
dia (Yang et al., 2023b). Nevertheless, a lack of
reliability still remains; recent LLMs are often un-
reliable or inconsistent (Agrawal et al., 2022), po-
tentially due to the lack of mental health-related
knowledge (Yang et al., 2023a). This problem has
significantly delayed the practical use of LLMs in
clinical settings (Malhotra and Jindal, 2024).

To address this issue, the CLPsych 2024 Shared
Task (Chim et al., 2024) introduces the challenge
of utilizing open-source LLMs to enhance their in-
terpretability in mental health analysis, specifically
focusing on detecting suicidality through linguis-
tic content in social media data. Particularly, the
shared task includes two subtasks: (i) Task A re-
quires finding key phrases from each post to sup-
port suicide risk, and (ii) Task B aims to provide a
summary of evidence related to the user’s suicide
risk across multiple posts.

In this paper, we design an enhanced prompt
for the extraction task (Task A) by assigning an
expert identity, enabling LLMs to function as an
expected agent (Xu et al., 2023a), and leveraging
a suicide dictionary (Lee et al., 2022) to capture
suicide-related context. Here, we utilize mental
health-specific LLM, MentaLLaMA (Yang et al.,
2023a). For the summarization task (Task B), we
employ a consistency evaluator (Luo et al., 2023) to
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Figure 1: The overall architecture of the proposed
approach: (a) Knowledge-aware Evidence Extraction
(§2.1) and (b) Evidence Summarization with LLM-
based Consistency Evaluator (§2.2)

improve the consistency of outcomes with multiple
summaries.

The extensive experiments illustrate that com-
bining domain-specific information with few-shot
learning enhances the extraction of evidence, re-
sulting in an improvement in recall from 91.0% to
92.2%. Additionally, our findings indicate that an
LLM trained with general datasets is more effec-
tive in mitigating hallucination in summarization
tasks than a domain-specific LLM. We believe our
approach can support clinicians in assessing mental
state progression.

2 Methodology

Our aim is (i) to extract evidence supporting the
user’s suicide risk from each post and (ii) to summa-
rize all the evidence across multiple posts. To this
end, we design two prompting strategies to instruct
LLMs for trustworthy reasoning in mental health
analysis. These strategies include Knowledge-
aware Evidence Extraction (§2.1) and Evidence
Summarization with an LLM-based Consistency

Table 1: Example of suicide words (Lee et al., 2022).

Suicide Risk # of Words Examples
Low 48 emptiness, overthink
Moderate 83 psychiatric, pain
Severe 111 cutting, die

Evaluator (§2.2). The overall proposed approach
is depicted in Figure 1, and the full text of each
prompt is available in Appendix A.

2.1 Knowledge-aware Evidence Extraction
As shown in Figure 1(a), the prompt for the extrac-

tion task includes the original post and the assigned
user’s suicide risk level. For few-shot learning,
we incorporate examples that are not included in
the evaluation dataset. Moreover, we apply the
three prompting strategies to address the unreliabil-
ity issue of LLMs arising from the lack of mental
health-related knowledge (Yang et al., 2023a).
A. Mental health-specific LLM. In order to tackle
the zero-shot challenge in LLMs (Han et al., 2023),
we utilize MentaLLaMA-chat-13B (Yang et al.,
2023b), fine-tuned with 105K mental health-related
social media data, demonstrating its efficacy in
mental health-related tasks.
B. Assigning expert identity. As LLMs tend to
provide insight into their cognitive processes when
assigning predefined roles (Li et al., 2023; Xu et al.,
2023a), we employ prompts to allocate the domain
expert identity (e.g., ‘You are a psychiatrist’).
C. Utilizing a suicide dictionary. Since a domain-
specific dictionary can aid LLMs in capturing rele-
vant context (Yang et al., 2023a), we utilize a sui-
cide dictionary (Lee et al., 2022), which has proven
effective in identifying suicidal ideation on social
media data. As shown in Table 1, the dictionary
uses the UMD Reddit Suicidality Dataset (Shing
et al., 2018), comprising 279 words validated by
domain experts. If the given post includes words
from the suicide dictionary (Lee et al., 2022), the
model identifies and incorporates these words into
our prompt, instructing the LLM to consider these
words attentively.

2.2 Evidence Summarization with
LLM-based Consistency Evaluator

As shown in Figure 1(b), the prompt for the sum-
marization incorporates multiple posts and the as-
signed user’s suicide risk level. Additionally, an
expert identity is assigned, similar to the previous
step. However, despite the advancements in LLMs,
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Table 2: Statistics of the evaluation dataset.

Highlights Summarization
Suicide Risk # posts (avg. # length) # users (avg. # posts)

Low 17 (1,149) 13 (1.31)
Moderate 91 (1,132) 75 (1.21)

Severe 54 (1,178) 37 (1.46)
Total 162 posts 125 users

hallucination and inconsistency still remain signif-
icant concerns (Tang et al., 2023a,b). To mitigate
this issue, we apply the two following strategies
that can enhance consistency.
A. Extract-then-Generate. Zhang et al. (2023)
demonstrated the effectiveness of prompts that in-
corporate an extractive summary for abstractive
summarization. Following this approach, the pro-
posed prompt integrates the extracted phrases ob-
tained from the preceding step (§2.1). The full text
of each prompt is available in Appendix A.2.1.
B. Consistency Evaluator. We adopt a consistency
evaluator proposed by Luo et al. (2023). Initially,
multiple candidate answers are generated through
the LLM. We then compute consistency scores
(ranging from 1 to 10) for each candidate, assessing
the extent to which the generated summary aligns
with the original posts, utilizing the consistency
evaluator. In the end, the answer with the highest
score from multiple candidates is selected as the
final result. Here, we adopt SOLAR (Kim et al.,
2023) as the summarizer and evaluator, known for
its recent outstanding performance2. Further details
comparing summarizer and evaluator are provided
in §4.2.

3 Experiments

3.1 Evaluation Dataset

The CLPsych 2024 shared task (Chim et al.,
2024) provides the UMD Reddit Suicidality
Dataset (Zirikly et al., 2019; Shing et al., 2018),
consisting of 79,569 posts from 37,083 subreddits
by 866 Reddit users who posted on r/SuicideWatch
between 2008 and 2015. Each user in the dataset
is assigned a label that indicates the severity of
suicidality (i.e., No, Low, Moderate, or Severe),
determined by crowdsourcers and domain experts.

The evaluation dataset comprises a subset of
users labeled with Low, Moderate, and Severe risks
validated by domain experts. It includes 162 posts
distributed among 125 users and the statistics of

2https://huggingface.co/spaces/HuggingFaceH4/
open_llm_leaderboard

Table 3: Comparison of performance between zero-shot
and few-shot learning for the extraction task (Task A)
using the evaluation dataset.

Model Highlights (Task A)
Pre.↑ Rec.↑ F1↑

Ours w/ Zero-shot 0.913 0.910 0.911
Ours w/ Few-shot 0.912 0.922 0.917

the dataset are summarized in Table 2.

3.2 Experimental Settings

All experiments are conducted on a GeForce RTX
3090 Ti GPU with 26GB of memory. To minimize
the memory cost of 16-bit weights, we employ
the bitsandbytes library (Dettmers et al., 2022a),
converting them to int8 using vector-wise quanti-
zation (Dettmers et al., 2022b) without significant
quality loss. Each prompt is processed indepen-
dently to mitigate the impact of dialogue history.

3.3 Evaluation Metrics

Note that the ground truth dataset was not provided
to the participants. Therefore, all the evaluation
metrics and reported results are supplied by the
organizers of the CLPsych 2024 Shared Task.
(1) Similarity: BERTScore (Zhang et al., 2019)
is employed for the extraction task to assess token
similarity using contextual embeddings.
(2) Consistency: For the summarization task, a
natural language inference (NLI) model (Laurer
et al., 2024) is applied to assess the consistency
of individual sentences in the provided evidence
summary. Specifically, the contradiction scores
are calculated between the predicted outcomes and
each ground truth summary sentence. The resulting
sentence-level consistency score is then determined
as 1 minus the probability of the contradiction pre-
diction.

4 Results & Analysis

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
method, we compare its performance with various
approaches and conduct the case study where our
proposed approach performs better. Note that due
to the absence of ground truth from the organizer,
quantitative analysis was limited, leading us to fo-
cus on qualitative analysis instead. Additionally,
we manually paraphrase any examples from the
data to preserve user anonymity.
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4.1 Analysis on Knowledge-aware Evidence
Extraction

Table 3 shows the results of our approach on the
evaluation dataset, with precision, recall, and F1
scores, for the highlights task (Task A).
Analysis on few-shot learning. We find an im-
provement in recall from 91.0% to 92.2% by inte-
grating few-shot learning. This suggests the impor-
tance of providing examples for few-shot learning
in domain-specific tasks, particularly in clinical
settings (Han et al., 2023).
Analysis on suicide-dictionary. We find integrat-
ing a suicide dictionary (Lee et al., 2022) also im-
proves domain knowledge in extracting evidence.
Specifically, it allows thorough consideration of
suicide risk factors that might be overlooked due to
their general meaning, such as ‘family’ and ‘credit’,
which have been validated by domain experts as
suicide-related words. Examples of the results are
provided below.

Response w/ Suicide Dictionary: [“Fear
of failing.","Fear of hurting.”], [“work-
ing as of credit problems.”], [“Don’t
want to be a burden or face my friends
and family.”]

Analysis on expert identity. We explore the per-
formance of the LLM by employing different ex-
pert identities, such as psychology, counseling, and
psychiatry. This analysis aims to understand how
the model’s behavior varies depending on the as-
signed role. For example, when the role is assigned
as a psychologist, the LLM tends to prioritize the
user’s negative self-perception (e.g., ‘ugly’ and

‘hate’) to a greater extent. Conversely, adopting the
identity of a counselor enables the model to focus
on the relationship (e.g., ‘broke up’ and ‘divorce’),
which may contribute to feelings of isolation. Ad-
ditionally, we observe that assigning a psychiatrist
role is likely to focus on clinical markers, such as
emotional distress (e.g., ‘anxiety’) and history of
abuse (e.g., ‘assaulted’), which can be connected to
suicidal ideation. Hence, we suggest that selecting
an appropriate identity aligned with the research
objective can offer valuable insights.

Response w/ Psychology Identity: [“I
am ugly, I am annoying, I am un-
wanted”], [“I hate me”]

Response w/ Counselor Identity :
[“Fuck, we broke up three weeks ago”],
[“disconnected from everybody”]
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Figure 2: Winner count comparison for MentaL-
LaMA (Yang et al., 2023b) and SOLAR (Kim et al.,
2023) in 125 evaluation dataset using evaluator.

Response w/ Psychiatry Identity: [“I
will never go to school because of my de-
pression.”], [“I am feeling anxious/angry
and constantly lonely”], [“When I was 4
years old, I was sexually abused”]

4.2 Analysis on Evidence Summarization with
LLM-based Consistency Evaluator

Analysis on Extract-then-Generate. We explore
the efficacy of incorporating extractive summaries
from Task A for the evidence summarization task.
We observe that the hallucination issue frequently
arises when extractive summaries are absent. This
indicates that our approach enhances consistency
by providing contextual information (Zhang et al.,
2023). For a better understanding, we provide an
example below. We notice that the LLM misinter-
prets the expression ‘wishing to do it’ as a desire
for success, resulting in generating ‘self-distrust in
achievements’ by the LLM.

Posts: I was thinking about when I tried
to hang myself, wishing to do it now.
Response w/o Extract-then-Generate:
They exhibit risk due to cognitions (self-
distrust in achievements).

Comparison LLMs with Consistency Evalua-
tor. Table 4 shows the results of our approach on
the evaluation dataset, along with the mean con-
sistency scores for the summarization task (Task
B). We find that using only SOLAR (Kim et al.,
2023) as a summarizer performed better than us-
ing both SOLAR (Kim et al., 2023) and MentaL-
LaMA (Yang et al., 2023b). This also can be found
in Figure 2, when we use both summarizers, the
evaluator selects 93 results from SOLAR (Kim
et al., 2023) and 32 from MentaLLaMA (Yang
et al., 2023b) as the final outputs from the 125 eval-
uation set. This implies that domain-specific mod-
els tend to perform worse than general LLMs, like
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Table 4: Comparison of performance among different
summarizers for the summarization task (Task B) using
the evaluation dataset.

Summarizer Summarization (Task B)
Consistency↑

SOLAR & MentaLLaMa 0.970
SOLAR 0.973

ChatGPT (Luo et al., 2023) or SOLAR (Kim et al.,
2023), on general linguistic tasks such as abstrac-
tive summarization (Wu et al., 2023). Moreover,
MentaLLaMA (Yang et al., 2023b) exhibits biased
hallucination issues by generating mental-health-
related words like ‘stuck’ or ‘bother’ regardless
of original contexts, leading to inconsistency. In
future work, we plan to explore the comparison of
evaluators and summarizers using a broader range
of LLMs to gain additional insights.

Posts: If I couldn’t return, I would jump
on the train, or my dad wouldn’t take me
to the TV show ...
Response w/ MentaLLaMa: The user
shows a feeling of being stuck and both-
ered by others.

4.3 Error Analysis
While our proposed approach demonstrates out-
standing performance, there are a few cases where
the model fails to recognize crucial evidence sup-
porting the suicide risk level and extracts sentences
that are irrelevant to the potential suicide risk. Con-
cerning practical utility, the lack of reliability has
considerably impeded the implementation of LLMs
in clinical settings (Malhotra and Jindal, 2024).

Response w/ Expert Identity: [“This
subreddit is a fantastic place.”]

Response w/ Suicide Dictionary: [“I
love everyone in this subreddit.”]

5 Conclusion

In this study, we introduced promising prompting
strategies that can provide evidence supporting sui-
cide risk levels on social media data. We enhanced
the LLM interpretability by incorporating domain-
specific elements like assigning a psychiatrist iden-
tity and combining a suicide word. Additionally,
we improved the consistency in summarization by
using a consistency evaluator with multiple can-
didates. The proposed dual-prompting approach
provides reliable reasoning, making it suitable for
monitoring mental health-related risks.

Limitations

Since ground truth is not provided, quantitative
comparisons are limited. Therefore, we rely on
qualitative comparisons, which may be subjective.
Our experiments use only the smallest version of
LLMs due to limited resources. Providing infer-
ences about suicidality using social media data is
inherently subjective, allowing for various inter-
pretations among researchers (Keilp et al., 2012).
Moreover, the experimental data may be sensitive
to demographic and media-specific biases (Hovy
and Spruit, 2016). While the effectiveness of lever-
aging social media data for mental health anal-
ysis may be constrained in specific clinical set-
tings (Ernala et al., 2019), adopting a practical
model promises the potential to discern diverse
statistical patterns and biases across various objec-
tives (Jacobson et al., 2020). Although the suicide
dictionary (Lee et al., 2022) has demonstrated ef-
fectiveness in predicting suicide risk, its reliance
on social media data for construction might restrict
its generalizability. Furthermore, the dictionary
was constructed using the same dataset as the one
utilized in the Shared Task, which is anticipated to
introduce a certain degree of bias.
Future Work. In future work, we plan to explore a
wider range of prompt templates to enhance overall
performance further. For instance, the prompts
could be diversified by applying various LLM-
based consistency evaluators, including ChatGPT
and LLaMa2. Our ultimate objective is to expand
the scope to cover diverse mental health domains,
such as depression and bipolar disorder, and vali-
date its effectiveness comprehensively. To achieve
this, we plan to investigate domain-specific fine-
tuning methods for LLMs in the mental health field,
thereby extending the model to a more interpretable
context.

Ethical Statement

The CLPsych 2024 shared task (Chim et al., 2024)
prioritized responsible data utilization by provid-
ing exclusive access to the dataset for researchers
aligned with ethical principles. Consequently, all
task participants must adhere to data use agree-
ments and ethical practices during the competi-
tion. Our research strongly emphasizes ethics, par-
ticularly in (i) protecting the privacy of Reddit
users and (ii) preventing potential misuse of the
dataset. We strictly adhered to Reddit’s privacy
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A Appendix

A.1 Prompt of Knowledge-aware Evidence Extraction

Knowledge-aware Evidence Extraction

You are a psychiatrist.
<Examples>
Suicide Risk Level: [Example’s Label]
Post: [Example’s Post]
Highlights:
1. [Highlights of Example]
...

Referring to the <Examples> , Identify the original phrases in the post that express or
reference suicide risk factors and list them without modification about <Question>.

<Question>
Suicide Risk Level: [Label]
Post : [Post]
- The answer must be in numbering format [examples of formatting]
- Phrases should be included in the given <Question>’s post.
- You MUST refer <Question>’s given post.
- Highlight only necessary phrases, not full sentences.
- Select the parts that haves the suicide-related words like [Suicide Word List]
- Select as many phrases as possible related to suicide even a little.

Highlights:

A.2 Evidence Summarization with LLM-based Consistency Evaluator
A.2.1 Prompt of Evidence Summarization

Extract-then-Generate

You are a psychiatrist.
You are willing to do an abstractive summary about the evidence that shows the user is at
[Label] suicide risk.
There are suicide risk assessment aspects when seeing Reddit posts.

[GROUND TRUTH]
The suicide risk level of this user is [Label].
Here are Reddit posts and extractive evidence that supports the user is at [Label] suicide risk
based on aspects.

[Posts and Highlights] Regarding the user’s posts and extracted evidence and aspects of
suicide risk assessments, Explain why the user is at [Label] suicide risk.
The revised summary should include the information in the extractive evidence and aspects.
The summary should be shorter than 300 letters.
The summary MUST be less than 300 letters.

Summarized evidence explain:
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A.2.2 Prompt of Evaluating Consistency
Consistency Evaluator

You are an expertise psychiatry evaluator.
There are [Label] suicide risk user’s posts and explain the reason for diagnosis based on posts.

[Posts]
Explain and summary of evidence: [Summary]
Score the following summary given the user posts concerning consistency from 1 to 10.
Note that consistency measures how much information the summary includes in the source
posts. 10 points indicate that the summary contains only statements that are entailed by the
source posts. 1 point indicates that the summary does not contain any word or statement that
is entailed by the source posts.

Scores choices: from [1] to [10]

Give me a clear mark score and explain about it.
Keep the answer format
- Format: The score is [1]
to
- Format: The score is [10]

Scores:
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